Ai powered,
Automated translation

RAY helps you work
faster and smarter
Working faster and smarter... easy!
Successful companies in all industries aren’t necessarily
working harder, but they are working smarter, and faster.
Straker Translations understands the amazing work done
by Ai in bringing the translation industry into the 21st
century. We lead the way in blending human operation and
machine intelligence in a way that reduces complexity and
cost.

Order a translation, track
progress, assign users, give
access to your validators,
get reports and make
payments alongside a
comprehensive range
of other time-saving
functions.

Manage your translation in one place.
View task information, completion rates, status, cost and
word counts. Add or remove users to control who in your
business can view translations or submit and approve
quotes.
Rapid quoting
Our project management system integrates with our
translation analytics engine, for super fast data analysis to
generate accurate quotes within minutes. The best price is
based on the language pair, subject domain and translator
availability.
Translator Trackability
Allows project managers to know exactly how fast the
translators are going, how many segments are completed
and their estimated completion time.
Translation review
Automatically push each completed file into the review
workflow, ensuring each document can be worked on
simultaneously by multiple translators.
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Translation Crowdsourcing
Platform
RAY™ allows us to easily manage
more than 10,000 professional
freelance translators. These
translators are tested, scored,
ranked and then tracked as they
complete projects enabling RAY™
to build up a comprehensive profile
of their skills. This ensures we
always match the right translator to
your content.
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Customer Dashboard
RAY™ is your secure customer
dashboard where you can order
a translation, track progress,
assign users, give access to
your validators, get reports and
make payments – alongside a
comprehensive range of other
time-saving functions.

Machine Translation Platform
RAY™ is our bespoke machine
translation engine that assists
translators. It has separate memory
capabilities per client, enabling
more intuitive and higher quality
text matches each time a translator
saves content.

Translation Editing Workbench
RAY™ is the innovative translator
workbench which provides
software tools for our 10,000
human translators, allowing
them to work faster, smarter and
collaboratively.
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Translation Production Platform
RAY™ is Straker Translations’
comprehensive project
management platform, which
streamlines and simplifies the
control of translation projects. Its
features allow our teams to have
total control – ensuring that you get
a fast, top quality and great value
translation service.

Enterprise Level API
RAY™ is the world’s leading
translation API, enabling easy
automation and streamlining of
the complete translation process.
It perfectly balances the need for
seamless translation automation
with ease of integration and
simplicity of use.

Data Analytics Engine
Superior to much of the world’s
other translation solutions,
which are passive systems RAY™
improves quality and lowers
costs by allowing easy to access
meaningful data insights in a
form that is easily accessible and
extracts data in real-time. We don’t
use slow SQL query processes.

The fastest, easiest,
smartest translation

RAY Translation.
Ai powered, automated translation
Developed over the past decade it enabled advanced
hybrid human and machine translations and has
tools to automate and streamline the translation
process.

Straker’s holistic approach to
machine + human translation
Straker’s Ai
Powered RAY is a
made up of a suite
of components
developed over a
decade to cover
every facet of the
translation process.
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Start now

www.strakertranslations.com

